ATAC’s mission is to provide excellence in professional, tactical airborne training to enhance US and allied warfighter combat readiness.

1001 PROVIDENCE BOULEVARD
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23602 USA

757.874.8100
www.ATACUSA.COM

ATAC comprises the world’s largest outsourced civilian, tactical airborne training organization and we proudly provide the highest-quality live training to Fleets, Squadrons, and Battalions that put their lives on the line every day in the name of Freedom.

For the last 17 years, Airborne Tactical Advantage Company, or ATAC, has trained Navy, Marine, Air Force and Army aircrews, shipcrews, and Combat Controllers in the air-to-shoot, air-to-air, and air-to-ground arenas. From six bases worldwide, including the US, Europe and the Pacific, ATAC has trained the finest warfighters with over 32,000 hours of tactical flying support. ATAC is the only civilian organization approved to train the US Navy’s elite Fighter Weapons School, also known as “TOPGUN”, and is the only civilian organization to train the USAF’s F-22 Raptors.

From Carrier Strike Group training to Red Flag, and from RIMPAC to JTAC training in Europe, ATAC has set the standard for outsourced training and for the level of professionalism that military customers and partners can expect. In an age of budget austerity for countries around the globe, ATAC’s training programs have proven to save hundreds of millions of dollars in training and readiness real costs while extending the life of front-line aircraft assets for US and allied militaries. ATAC is proud to team with partners like NAVAIR, Israel Aerospace Industries and Martin-Baker to make its programs among the safest and most reliable military flying programs in the world. With unmatched DoD oversight and a Safety Management System based on ISMA 8210 and strong OEM relationships, ATAC boasts a 17-year reputation for safe and dependable support for military forces.

ATAC L-39 CAS Capabilities

Performance similar to an A-10
- 1+45 Hour Range Time
- Excellent Slow-Speed Low Altitude Performance

Extremely reliable
- 99% Mission Completion Rate

Able to simulate any weapon loadout
- GPS Bombs / LGBs / Maverick / Strafe
- Pilots Versed in all Current Fuzes

Able to simulate advanced targeting pod
- Support to Self and Ground-Based Lasing
- Simulated Self-Generation of Coordinates

Night vision goggle proficient

Pilot current and proficient with latest
JP3.09-3. JFIRE and NATO STANAGs

2 Ship Ops possible if requested

Flexible flying schedules

CAS Expansion Possibilities

- Targeting POD with full motion video
- Release of training munitions

Additional Mission Sets

- All manner of Air to Air support
- Electronic Combat Training with ECM Pods
- Controller Training
- Commercial Research and Development
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Training Today’s Warriors for Tomorrow’s Challenges